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DELNET Online Union Catalogue
of Books

The DELNET Online Union Cata-
logue of Books was formally inau-
gurated on February 21, 1994 by

Dr (Mrs) Kapila Vatsyayan, Academic
Director, Indira Gandhi National Cen-
tre for the Arts and Vice President,
India International Centre. Inaugurat-
ing the online Union Catalogue of Books
Dr (Mrs) Kapila Vatsyayan said that
she herself was a crusader for
computerisation of libraries and library
materials. She said that first and fore-
most duty of the staff who were creat-
ing the union catalogue was to system-
atize their minds to face various prob-
lems and to solve them, especially
while dealing with subjects in humani-
ties and social sciences. She said that
DELNET staff should keep in mind that

ONLINE
UNION CATALOGUE

OF BOOKS

1st October, 1994

Bibliographic records
91,957

Locations
1,05,819

they would be dealing not only with pro-
fessionals but also with lay people and so
should learn to cater to their require-
ments and understand their language.
Dr. Vatsyayan further said that one had
to be especially attentive while creating
subject headings for Indian subjects and
maintain strict standards, otherwise the
communication gap between the users
and the professionals would widen.
DELNET had to maintain international

standards while creati ng its union cata-
logue as one day it would be linked with
all the international databases, she
said. Dr. Vatsyayan also asked
DELNET to find out ways and means
to convert records of non-English or
Indian language books and also to
include all the old libraries in Delhi. Dr.
Vatsyayan congratulated all those who
worked so hard in making the union
catalogue possible.

Dr. Kapila Vatsyayan, Vice President, India International Centre addressing
the gathering after inaugurating the On-line Union Catalogue of Books.

Seated to her left are Dr. N. Seshagiri and Dr. S. Varadarajan and to her right are
Prof. M.A. Gopinath and Mr. H.K. Kaul.



Briefly describing the work done
by DELNET for the creation of the
union catalogue of books Mr Kaul said
that work on DELNET started in 1988
with the intention of promoting the
creation of databases in Delhi libraries
and in six brief years nearly 1.3 million
records were made available in
machine readable form by the libraries
in Delhi of which 6 lakhs records were
of books.

After testing several softwares and
not finding them suitable DELNET had
negotiated with Frontier Technology Pvt.
Ltd., Hyderabad to provide a union cata-
logue module in their Libris library soft-
ware. This was now made available to
DELNET a week ago. About 14-15 thou-
sand records were at present in the
union catalogue. He said that more and
more records would be merged into the

union catalogue by the staff and the
editing of records would also be
undertaken soon.

Mr Kaul further enumerated that
this kind of work i.e. the creation of the
union catalogue of books in machine
readable form was being done in India
for the first time. He hoped that the
libraries will make best use of this
online search facility. •

feature

A Journey Through Libraries

and Library Networks in U.K.,

U.S.A., and Canada
H.K. Kaul*

Library networks are holding
mountains of data in the West today.
With each passing day they breathe in
more information. It is not easy to pass
through these mountains of information
that hold millions of bibliographic data.
When you look around atop each
mountain, you find thousands of small
ones that feed them are mushrooming
or users from long and short distances
are milking them through online or off-
line accesses every second.

I had just returned after tapping
some of them in UK, USAand Canada.
Each time I had been nearer to one of
them I had been comparing our small
successes with their giant
performances. I am assured,
nevertheless, we are on the right track
and moving fast.

Before we go to the specific library
networks, we find today each network
and each library in the West breathing
through INTERNET. Not only are the
library networks using it, but also all the

libraries and information centers,
publishers and distributors, booksellers
and authors are playing with it for a major
potential. Whichever lane or road you
walkthrough today, you find INTERNET
has spread its wings. When they found
that DELNET libraries could use
INTERNET through ERNET, and we
could soon start accessing international
databases they began considering us as

part of their brotherhood. I had the
privilege of participating in a meeting
in Cambridge where the UK publishers,
distributors, librarians and network
managers were discussing EDI
(Electronic Data Interchange)
applications and security of data on
INTERNET. The common reasons for
their apprehensions were:

"the part of the organisation
responsible for the INTERNET
connection had !no jurisdiction over
other systems in other parts of the
organisation.

"lack of manpower or expertise to
maintain adequate security on all
systems.

* Director, DELNET

NEW GOVERNING BOARD
of

DELNET

Elections for the Governing Board for the biennial term 1994-95 and 1995-96
were held in March 1994. The following were the results:

Dr. S. Varadarajan President
Dr. S S Murthy Vice-President
Dr. N Seshagiri
Dr. A Lahiri
Mr. NVittal
Prof. R Satyanarayana
Mr. B K Suri
Prof. A P Srivastava
Mr. P Jayarajan Treasurer
Mr. H K Kaul Director
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"there may be a requirement for
systems which have unresolvable
security holes."

I found that INTERNET was able
to assure the users about the security
of their data in the near future, it would
emerge as a global link for information
for all types of users. Though we wait
and watch its growth, we will also have
to use it to the fullest possible extent.
Let us do so.

Libraries in UK, USA and Canada
have taken separate approaches to
networking though their goals are same.
We therefore get different patterns of
growth. BLCMP in Birmingham has
now 13 million bibliographic records of
books, serials, music, AV, maps etc. in
its database and its catalogues get a hit
rate of above 90% with more than 60
customers comprising public libraries,
college libraries, university libraries and
national and special libraries. BLCMP
has introduced EDI clearing house
service in about 25 libraries. Its new
software TALIS now has a Z39.50
interface which enables its members
to download free of charge data from
INTERNET databases that are
available in public domain. It is on the
move.

LASER (London and South Eastern
Library Region) an independent
company under the University of
London promotes library cooperations
among 80 libraries in London and South
East of England and has more than
three million records in its databases. It
does not allow online cataloguing, but
the participating libraries can add their
location codes in the union catalogue.
Using a system called Bookmark, they
have developed a good authority file
system. For Indian languages materials
they have developed CILLA
(Cooperative of Indie Language
Literature Authorities). Subject
approach to its database is being
introduced on the CD's. LASER does
not process interlending requests of its

TRAINING PROGRAMME FOR DELNET
PARTICIPANTS IN CDS/ISIS V3.0

Delhi Library Network (DELNET) in collaboration with the Indian Institute of
Technology, New Delhi and National Information System for Science and
Technology (NiSSAT) is organising a training programme for DELNET partici-
pants in the use of CDS/ISIS, it's advanced applications in multiple library
functions and Pascal interface. This training programme is open to librarians
and information professionals who are actually handling the library automation
and day to day routine jobs. As per the NISSAT norms the participation fee is
Rs. 1,000/- per head.

Participants should apply to the Director, DELNET, 40 Max Mueller Marg,
New Delhi -110003 latest by November 15, 1994.

Phone : 4619325 & 4619328 Fax: 4627751
E-mail: hkkaul@iic.delnet.ernet.in

members but indirectly supports it. It also
supports file transfers on Janet and
Kermit.

The British Library, though, not a
network has nearly 21 databases
(including BNB) holding 15 million
bibliographic records. Blaiseline, the
automated information service of the
British Library services offers search
service to its users. As Indian libraries
hold quite a good percentage of British
books, it was in the fitness of things for
DELNET to make these databases
available online to our members. British
Library has already agreed to provide
Blaiseline facilities to DELNET members
at a reduced fee. The details will be
finalised as soon as we get a leased line
from DELNET to DOE. The payment has
already been made to Mahanagar
Telephones for this purpose.

It may also be added here that the
British Library holds one of the largest
patents database in its Patents
Information Network. About 35 million
patents are held and the database is
growing at the rate of one million patents
peryear. Known as Patents Expressand
Patents Online, the services are much
popular around the world. The British
Library is also developing the Business

Information Network which is rapidly
growing. Before I move further I can
not afford to miss reporting on BIDS
(Bath Information & Data Services)
which offers several services in the
fields of Public Health, Medicine and
provides access to British Library
databases also. For medicine alone
BIDS covers 3300 journals from 110
countries and includes abstracts for
70% of its records. Its Inside Information
database is growing at the rate of one
million articles per year. BIDS is ready
to offer its database services to
DELNET at a reduced fee if a sizable
number of libraries show interest.

The network scene of libraries in
Canada is somewhat different than we
notice in UK and USA. CISTI (Canadian
Institute for Scientific and Technical
Information) which holds million books
and conference proceedings, over
50,000 serials and millions of technical
reports from around the world, offers a
number of services including CAN/
OLE (Canadian Online Enquiry
Service) and document delivery. About
2500 users use CAN/OLE every day
CISTI maintains a union catalogue of
50,000 serial titles with over 20,000
current titles. There is no union
catalogue of books made by CISTI but
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DOBIS and UTLAS are two main union
catalogues of books with location
details. Though DOBIS is mostly
handled by the National Library of
Canada, UTLAS is a commercial library
network. However the National Library
of Canada promotes decentralised
networking through the use of protocols
conforming to the Open System
Interconnection (OSI) reference model.
It has nearly 9 million bibliographic
records in its online database. It adds
800,000 to 1,200,000 per year to its
database and holds 1 million authority
records. Besides its 275 concurrent
users, it has 600 external institutions
across Canada that use its union
catalogue. Depending upon the query
the response time is 2 seconds to 20
seconds. It provides an indepth ILL
service to non-Canadians who need
Canadian publications. It may be of
interest to Indian users that CISTI
provides Canadian Scientific Numeric
Database Service (CAN/SND) Online
at a very cheap rate to users outside
Canada on several scientific subjects.
It is an SDI facility. It is worth trying,
especially when we can't afford to
subscribe to every journal in the fields
of our interest. Due to lack of space I
may not elaborate further here but
mention that automation of libraries is
advanced even among the public
libraries in Canada. Ottawa Public
Library which has an online database
of about 1 million volumes offers highly
advanced service to general public.

USA is the birth place of library
networking and by now libraries in each
state are networked to local, regional
or national networks. Sometimes a
library is participating in several
networks simultaneously. The major
US library networks include AMIGOS
(Dallas); BCR (Bibliographic Centre
for Research), Aurora; CAPCON,
Washington; FEDLINK, Washington;
ILLINET, Springfield, 21.; INCOLSA
(Indian Library Cooperative Services
Authority), Indianapolis; MINITEX
Library Information Network,

Minneapolis; MLC (Michigan Library
Consortium), Lansing; MLNC (Missouri
Library Network Corporation), St. Louis;
NEBASE (Nebraska Library
Commission) Lincoln, Ne; NELINET,
Newton, Ma; OLLC, Rancho
Cucamonga, Ca; OHIONET, Columbus.
Oh; PALINET, Philadelphia and PRLC,
Pittsburg, Pa.

In this article it may not be possible
to touch upon all of them. I will therefore
describe OCLC and the networks in and
around Washington. However, before I
do so, it may be important to note that the
US Department of Education has been
promoting a vigorous policy on library
networking. It offers networking grants,
supports inter-library loan projects,
automation and retro-conversion
projects, resource sharing schemes etc.
besides providing regular federal grants
annually to the public and academic
libraries. For instance, the Department
supports the public libraries for using
INTERNET in a big way. According to
the final report of the National
Commission on Libraries and Information
Science published in June 1994,20.9%
of the public libraries are already
connected to INTERNET. It re-
commended more federal grants to let all
public libraries join INTERNET.

If we look at the enormous progress
made by OCLC, we can just say that if
INTERNET is enveloping the world
through its E-mail networks, OCLC is its
counterpart on the library side, which
brings in more and more libraries into its
fold the world over. It has 30 million

LAND FOR DELNET

DELNET is happy to announce
that Jawaharlal Nehru University has
alloted, one acre of land in its "Mini
Campus" for the construction of a
building for DELNET. DELNET
wishes to put on record its grateful
thanks to the Executive Council of
JNU and its Vice-Chancellor for the
allotment of land to DELNET.

bibliographic records with 520 million
holdings locations in its union
catalogue. The database increases
at the rate of 400,000 records every
month. Guess the retrieval time taken
by its system for a query! Not more
than a few seconds. I may not dwell
upon the OCLC features here due to
the shortage of space but what
interests me most, at this stage, is its
use for retro-conversion in a most
economical way. I was told that the
complete retro-conversion of the
Bodlean Library in Oxford was given
to OCLC. OCLC has incorporated
several options for libraries like
Retrocon, Conversion Keying,
Microcon, Online Retrospective
Conversion, FullmarcandTapecon. I
had discussions with OCLC
representatives in order to make it
available for DELNET members. The
negotiations are still on. If we find
them affordable by our member
libraries, we will pass the details on to
them. Meanwhile we are sending 100
DELNET records on a random bases
to find the hit rate and the feasibility of
conversion. Also as well, we hold a
sample Microcon database with a user
manual for testing purposes.

I felt it would be in the fitness of
things to get an overview of network
facilities available among the libraries
in Washington and the neighbouring
areas. It is worth noting that the Library
of Congress, one of the major and
advanced libraries in the world does
not create a union catalogue of books,
as for instance the National Library of
Canada does. The reason may be
that the Library of Congress is an
important national library but not a
network. Thus the public, scholars
and members of the Congress make
use of its resources wit hout its network
functions. On the other hand, OCLC
which is not a national library, works
as the major national resource for the
libraries in the US in general. This
could be enumerated by referring to a
few library networks that are
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operational in Washington and the
neighbouring areas.

VALNET (Veterans Affairs Library
Network) which is a system of 163
libraries in Veterans Affairs and Health
Care facilities depends on its creation
of data on OCLC through a contracting
agency that creates its union catalogue
on CDs. These CDs are updated twice
a year and distributed to the libraries.
Thereare about 700,000 books, 60,000
periodicals and 104, 000 audio visual
programmes in itsdatabases. Similarly,
FEDLINK Network Operations (FNO)
functions as a regional library network
for 825 federal libraries that are
members of OCLC. Created in 1978, it
offers to federal agencies cost-effective
access to information. FEDLINK which
has its office at the Library of Congress
makes liberal use of OCLC data and
does not envisage to create another
network database to avoid duplication
of efforts. It organises training
programmes and provides
procurement and accounting services
as well. However in the strict sense
FEDLINK may be regarded as a
regional network which besides
supporting federal libraries also
promotes and uses OCLC to the
maximum.

Maryland, which adjoins D.C. has
two important network projects going
on simultaneously. The first one, LIMS
(Library Management Information
System) operates at the University of
Maryland. Besides INTERNET

connections it holds the union catalogue
of its 13 participating libraries which is
called VICTOR. The libraries are also
members of OCLC. They download the
bibliographic data and naintaintheirown
catalogues. The software of LIMS
supports both inhouse operations of
libraries and the union catalogue and ILL
operations. With OPAC, access to
national and international databases,
gopher LIMS provides excellent service
to nearly 35000 students and faculty
members of the university.

The other experiment in Maryland
being conducted by the Maryland State
Department of Education is quite different.
It provides INTERNET access to the
users free of charge through
noncommercial service SAILOR, citizens
of Maryland can access information on
all subjects including arts and
entertainment, music, health and
medicine, legal matters, federal
government, historical documents,
national issues etc. With nearly 200
incoming lines SAILOR is already
providing free INTERNET services
including TELNET and USENET.
Maryland State Library Network
Coordinating Council is electronically
connecting Maryland's libraries and
providing service to users. No union
catalogue is created. They depend more
on the manipulations of the software
which is yet to be developed. According
to Barbara G Smith, the most energetic
promoter of SAILOR, SAILOR
Telecommunication Network would be
an extension of the one established by

the University of Maryland and it will be
completed in two phases when access
to information will be possible through
a local phone call. This work may be
completed by June 1995.

Before I close let me referto WRLC
(Washington Research Libraries
Consortium) in which 8 university
libraries are participating. Like the
University of Maryland Network, WRLC
also creates its union catalogue. With
2.4 million records in it, it offers services
to undergraduate and graduate
students and faculty of the universities.
The services offered include access to
library catalogue (CATS), five
databases which provide journal
citations and abstracts and access to
INTERNET.

I may conclude this report with a
note of caution for librarians. It may be
noted that in the European and
American countries efforts are being
made to bring information and users
closer and closer and try to eliminate
the middle man who could be the person
holding information, such as librarian
or information officer. Technology is
changing fast. If the librarians in India
do not automate and network their
libraries now, their role may diminish
quite a bit tomorrow, especially once
information with text facility becomes
readily available to a person who had a
computer, a modem and a telephone
connection at home. We therefore will
have to act now to remain in action
tomorrow. •

talk

Networking of Libraries: Some
New Perspectives

DELNET was fortunate to have
had Dr. David Magier of the Columbia
University Library address the mem-
ber librarians on April 27, 1994. The
programme was presided over by Prof.

A.P. Srivastava, Librarian, Delhi Univer-
sity.

Dr. David Magier spoke on the role
of American libraries, their functioning
and storage and dissemination of infor-

mation. He said that Columbia Univer-
sity had taken up a project to assess
thetraditional role of librarians. Hesaid
that librarian was a mediator between
the information seekers and informa-
tion sources. Nowadays, new catego-
ries of information like bibliographic
databases and electronic media were
evolving. But since there was no proper
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proper access to subject query in net-
work perspective, librarians' duty was
to evaluate information and discover
and identify the best way to retrieve
information.

Dr. Magier also said that a 40 hour
course was being conducted for librar-
ians in locating information. As part of
the course they had to compile bibliog-
raphies using electronic media and on-
line services.

Talking about his observations
on DELNET, Dr. Magier said that the
efforts being made by DELNET in
providing online union catalogue of
books and E-mail were appreciable
and were in the right direction.

Dr. Magier also talked about the
creation of South Asia Goffer by Co-
lumbia University dealing with lan-
guages, maps, visuals etc. relating to
South Asia. He said research so far
was being done on paper-based infor-
mation like books, journals etc. They

will now be shifting to electronic media
too.

Answering a question with regard to
duplication of work done by different
universities, Dr. Magier said that the
networks helped in identifying or pre-
venting duplication, as information was
getting fed into the network immediately.
He said that there were two major infor-
mation networks in the U.S. viz. OCLC
and Research Libraries Information Net-
work. Both could be accessed to check
information. A universal lexicon of 6500
subject headings was also being pro-
duced. These tools were becoming very
helpful.

Mr. H K Kaul, Director, DELNET
asked that while creating union cata-
logue it was observed that some libraries
did not maintain prescribed standards in
their bibliographic records. It would have
happened in the US also in the initial
stages. How did you overcome such a
problem? Dr. Maginer answered that at

National Workshop on Library
Network Services

DELNET organised a National
Workshop on Library Network Ser-
vices in collaboration with the Docu-
mentation Research and Training Cen-
tre (DRTC), Bangalore in February
1994. It was attended by fifteen librar-
ians, teachers of library schools, infor-
mation specialists and professionals.
Entirely service oriented, the work-
shop concentrated on giving practical
training to participants in handling the
union catalogue of books, international
databases and electronic mail facili-
ties.

Inauguratingthe workshopon Feb-
ruary 21, 1994 at a function presided
over by Dr. (Mrs.) Kapila Vatsyayan,
Academic Director, Indira Gandhi Na-
tional Centre forthe Arts (IGNCA), and
Vice-President, India International

Centre (IIC), Dr. N. Seshagiri, Director
General, National Informatics Centre
(NIC) and special Secretary, Planning
Commission said that since the financial
requirements to change the library sys-
tem in the country were totally very high,
the Government was not in a position to
support such staggering requirements.
He said that we were required to find
alternative methods like low cost link-
ups, i.e. by developing city networks and
linking them up with the help of NIC as
NIC was offering NICMAIL and NIC da-
tabases for nation-wide use to libraries
and information centres. He said that
NIC provided fast access to information
which was needed by researchers and
professionals. Dr. Seshagiri added that
resources available in Delhi libraries
needed to be tapped properly by the

Columbia University they had divided
the work into specialised areas which
were headed by experts who created
and edited the records. What was cre-
ated there was used by other libraries.

He warned that standards had to
be well defined and protocols and for-
mat had to be prescribed. He added
that in some cases the software itself
checked the records and discarded
recordsthat were belowthe prescribed
standards.

Answering another query he said
that computerized network was only a
medium or access point to information
but it was not a panacea for all the
needs. A symbiosis had to be worked
out.

Thanking the guest speaker for shar-
ing his ideas and information with the
group, the Chairman Prof. A.P. Srivastava,
said that the role of librarians had en-
hanced rather than diminished with the
emergence of modern technology. Q

seminars

users, and DELNET should help them
to do so. Dr. Seshagiri further elabo-
rated upon the nation-wide services
NIC was providing like MEDLARS and
other 600 odd full text databases and
also the facilities given to DELNET.

In his keynote address Dr. M A
Gopinath, Director DRTC, Bangalore
who was also the coordinator of the
workshop said that programmes like
this helped us to achieve some very
useful skills and knowledge to operate
the systems which were important for
the dissemination of information. He
said that library networking had been a
subject much talked about but visible
demonstration of its utility was yet to
be seen by the end-users and he hoped
that since DELN ET had become mostly
operational and being a metropolitan
network, would give us more practical
experience through workshops and
seminars such as this. He said that
due to the advancement in communi-
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cation networks in the country as well
as in the rest of the world, library
systems had also been pressurized to
look for better networking facilities in
order to disseminate information.

Dr. Gopinath congratulated
DELNET for proceeding in the right
direction and for starting the creation
of the union catalogue of books.

Also addressing the gathering, Dr.

SVaradarajan, President, DELNET said
that the overwhelming response shown
by the library professionals towards this
workshop itself was proof enough that
new kind of network services were ex-
tremely important for all of us and that the
responsibility to fulfill this need lied on
DELNET. Dr. Varadarajan welcomed and
appreciated the financial and moral sup-
port given by NIC to DELNET.

Third National Meet on CD-ROM/Online
Users

NICLAI, CDRI, Madras, Aug 9-10,1994

CD based information services and
CD based publishing, the two key
applications of CD technology, were
the focal points of discussion in the
recently concluded NATIONAL MEET
ON CD-ROM/ONLINE USERS held
at Madras, August 9-10, 1994.
Sponsored by NISSAT/DSIR and
organised by the NICLAI/CDRI the
meet was the third in the series. The
last two meets were held at Delhi.
Organised annually, the meet provides
the forum for discussing national and
international developments in the
applications of CD-ROM technology
vis-a-vis online information services
rendered by online hosts such as
DIALOG, STN, ESA/IRS.

Briefly describing the objectives of
this meet Dr. A. Lahiri, Jt. Adviser,
NISSAT/DSIR emphasized that,
besides other advantages, it offered
opportunities to both buyers and sellers
of information products and services
to discuss their requirements and
problems.

In the inaugural session on Aug 9,
1994 Dr. T. Ramsami, Senior Dy.
Director, CDRI highlighted the need
for change of the information services
scenario in the country as a sequel to
ongoing developments in the IT.

Prof. A. Anandakrishnan, Vice-
chancellor, Anna University, Madras,
in his keynote address, underlined the

importance of CD/ROM technology in
the context of depleting resources vis-a-
vis ever rising demand for information
material. Headvocated resource sharing
as it holds the potential for providing
economic and viable solution to the
ongoing crisis in accessing information.

MrS. Subba Rao, Assistant Director,
Information Sciences, CLRI, and also
the Convener of the meet, highlighted
the achievements of the last two meets
held during 1992 and 1993 at New Delhi
which included the following:
1. General increase in awareness of the online/

CD-technology in the country.
2. Extension of custom duty exemption upto 15%

ad valorem extended to R&D institutions not
engaged in commercial activities, vide
notification no 68/93 - Cus., dated 28-02-1993.

3. Awareness of users to secure fair prices for the
CD-ROM equipment/databases from vendors
by way of direct negotiations and availing of
possible discounts like multiple copies, etc.

4. Improved knowledge about modalities for
procurement of CD-ROM databases through
pass book scheme.
The key issues discussed were CD

integration, copyrights, imports, vendor
support, economics of services etc.

Attended by 205 delegates from 91
institutions across the country, the meet
helped to bring together specialists from
disciplines in library science, computer
science, physical sciences, applied
sciences, biotechnology, etc. In addition
eleven industries engaged in the IT
products participated in the meet.

S.M. Dhawan

The participants of the workshop
were from Delhi as well as from Nagpur,
Bombay and Shimla. The programme
of the workshop consisted of a few
network programme oriented lectures.
The participants were also fortunate to
have Prof. Stephen W Massil from the
University of London, who in his lec-
ture identified several critical issues in
library networking in Britain. •

DATA CONVERSION
FROM TEXT FORMAT

INTO DATABASE
FORMAT

NPL Library has developed a
software which provides the
database format. The program is
specific to data downloaded from
INSPECdatabases. It runson DOS
platform and requires no other
supporting software. The output
goes into a DBF file. At present the
programme ignores abstract portion
in the bibliographic records during
data conversion but converts rest of
the fields. Further details can be
had from the Scientist-in-Charge,
Library, National Physical
Laboratory, Dr. K.S. Krishnan Rd.,
New Delhi 110012

NISSAT-DRTC
SHORT-TERM COURSE ON

LIBRARY AUTOMATION,
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL

AND NETWORKING
7 Nov.-16 Dec. 1994

For details write to:

DOCUMENTATION RESEARCH &
TRAINING CENTRE (DRTC)

INDIAN STATISTICAL INSTITUTE
8th Mile, Mysore Road
BANGALORE 560 059
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miscellany

Delnet Members
Institutional Members

American Center Library (USIS)
British Council Division, British High

Commission
Central Secretariat Library
Centre for Human Sciences, Embassy of

France
Centre for Policy Research
Council of Scientific and Industrial Research
Delhi University Library System:

Arts Library
Central Reference Library
Central Science Library
Law Faculty Library
Ratan Tata Library, Delhi School of
Economics
South Campus Library

Devahuti Damodar Swaraj Trust
India International Centre
Indian Agricultural Research Institute
Indian Institute of Advanced Study, Shimla
Indian Institute of Public Administration
Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi
Indian National Science Academy
Indian Oil Corporation Limited (Refinery

Division)
Indira Gandhi National Open University
Institute for Defence Studies and Analysis
Institute of Management Technology,

Ghaziabad
Jawaharlal Nehru University
National Council of Educational Research and

Training
National Institute of Immunology
National Institute of Sikh Studies
National Physical Laboratory
Planning Commission
Press Trust of India
Publication and Information Directorate
Solid State Physics Laboratory
Sri Ram College of Commerce (DU)

Associate Institutional Members

Bharat Heavy Electricals Limited (Inf. & Tech.
Services)

Tata Consultancy Services
Centre for Bio-Chemical Technology (CSIR)

List of E-Mail Users

American Center Library (USIS)
B.B. Dixit Library (AIIMS)
Bharat Heavy Electricals Limited (TEC/INF
SERVICES)
British Council Library (British Council Division)
Central Road Research Institute
Central Secretariat Library

Centre for Bio-Chemical Technology (CSIR)
Centre for Human Sciences, Embassy of France
Centre for Policy Research
Council of Scientific and Industrial Research
Defence Science Library (DESIDOC)
Department of Electronics
Department of Science and Technology
Davahuti Damodar Library of Indian Civilization
India International Centre
Indian Agricultural Research Institute
Indian Institute of Advanced Study, Shimla
Indian Institute of Mass Communication
Indian Institute of Public Administration
Indian Institute of Technology
Indian National Science Academy
Indian Oil Corporation Limited (Refinery Division)
Indira Gandhi National Open University
Institute for Defence Studies and Analysis
Jawaharlal Nehru University
National Council of Cement & Building Materials,
Ballabhgarh
National Council of Educational Research &
Training
National Documentation Centre (NIHEW)
National Information System for Science and
Technology
National Institute of Immunology
National Institute of Science, Technology and
Development Studies
National Institute of Sikh Studies
National Physical Laboratory
National Science Library (INSDOC)
National Social Science Documentation Centre
Planning Commission
Press Trust of India
Publication & Information Directorate
Ratan Tata Library (Delhi School of Economics)
Solid State Physics Laboratory
Sri Ram College of Commerce (University of
Delhi)
Tata Consultancy Services
Tata Energy Research Institute

CALL FOR PAPERS

FIFTH INTERNATIONAL

CONFERENCE

ON SCIENTOMETRICS

AND

INFORMETRICS

To be Held at

Rosary College
River Forest, 'Illinois, 60305, U.S.A.

Suburban Chicago
June 7-10, 1995

For details Contact:

Asia - Professor Ravichandra Rao
Indian Statistical Institute

8th Mile, Mysore Road
R.V. College P.O.

Bangalore - 560 059
India

Phone - 604 648/604 485
623 616/623617

E-mail - ikr@isibang.ernet.in

TRAINING PROGRAMME FOR DELNET PARTICIPANTS IN THE
USE OF ELECTRONIC MAIL AND ONLINE UNION CATALOGUE

So Jo,i - 3 Pel I'f fi>~ 1-9—23rBeeember 1994 -
Delhi Library Network (DELNET) in collaboration with the Education and Research

Network, Dept. of Electronics and National Information System for Science and
technology (NISSAT) is organising a training programme for DELNET participants in the
use of Electronic Mail and DELNET Online Union Catalogue of Books. This training
programme is open to librarians and information professionals who are actually handling
the library automation and day to day routine jobs. As per the NISSAT norms the
participation fee is Rs. 5,00/- per head.

Participants should apply to the Director, DELNET, 40 Max Mueller Marg,
New Delhi -110003 latest by November 20, 1994.

Phone : 4619325 & 4619328 Fax 4627751
E-mail: hkkaul@iic.delnet.ernet.in
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